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l.lntroduction
The experiment shows that most polycrystalline materials

exhibit an anisotropy of physical properties, the origins of
which can be found in the intrinsic properties of crystallites
considered as single crystals but also in the structural
parameters which characterize the polycrystalline state. For a
specific use of a polycrystalline material, a given physical
anisotropy must therefore be reached and controlled through
well suited thermomechanical treatments which can strongly
modify the polycrystalline state.ln order to improve such
processes or to understand the anisotropic behavior, models are
usually developed in which the real behaviour of the
polycrystal is considered as the result of combinations of the
individual behaviour of the crystallites according to specific
rules.

The efficiency of a model is appreciated inasmuch as it can
reproduce the real behaviour of the material with the smallest
uncertainty from an adequately reduced knowledge about
structural parameters of the material. Among all these
parameters the crystalline texture is mainly involved in the
polycrystalline anisotropy (this is particularly obvious when
measuring physical properties of sharp textured materials).
Therefore models solely based on texture information have
been developed and justified by the quality of their predictions.
As a matter of fact successful predictions do not require the full
texture information it depends on the investigated property
and on its modelling. This feature is of importance and allows
reduction of the practical efforts for collecting data in order to
obtain the minimal texture information required for a given
model. Advantage can be taken of this opportunity especially
when dealing with models applied to low symmetry materials to
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which this contribution is devoted.

II. Evaluation of polycrystalline physical properties

Theoretically the evaluation of polycrystalline properties
requires the knowledge of the single crystal property and the
full description of the aggregate by means of distribution and
correlation functions /1/. In order to reduce the complexity of
such calculations simplifying assumptions are often made.

Mean values

When the "interactions" between grains are not taken into
account the simplest approximation of the effective properties
Eeff of a polycrystal consists in averaging the single crystal
property e. This averaging is performed within the whole
volume of the investigated sample

eff 1 f. 3
E e)=- e(r)dr (1)

-v
In this expression e symbolically represents a tensor of
appropriate type and rank describing a given anisotropic
single crystal property.

Expression (1) can be evaluated from the O.D.F. in two
integration steps

(e fdgfv e(r)dr
3
= e(g)f(g)dg

(g)
(2)

In other circumstances such as determining the X Ray elastic
constants this averaging is performed on the sole crystalline
volumes in Bragg’s condition.

e(g) f(g) dg
G

e = (3)

f(g) dg
G

In this relation G represents the orientations of crystallites in

Bragg’s position.
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Self Consistent Aooroach

The real behaviour of a polycrystalline aggregate obviously
depends on the interaction between grains. One statistical way
of taking the grain interaction into account is to solve the
problem of the elastic inclusion embedded in the matrix
considered by a homogeneous equivalent medium (HEM) of the
same elastic properties. In this section we restrict
representation to the elasticity. In elasticity the formalization
and solution of this problem are due first to Eshelby /2,3/ and
then to KrOner /4/ and Kneer /5/. Applications to textured
polycrystalline materials have been performed by Morris /6/
who outlines the important features of the method and
describes the different steps of the calculation. From the
equilibrium equation, the compatibility relation and the
boundary conditions it is possible to express the relation
between the local strain e in the inclusion and the macroscopic
stress < >

e = (I +u}Seff () (4)

Serf is the effective compliance of the H.E.M., I the identity
tensor of rank 4. The quantity u, related to the local c and the

effective Ceff compliances depends also on a tensor E which is
calculated from the equilibrium relation and in which the
grain shape is taken into account

-1

+ E- E -I (5)

The volume average of u must theoretically be zero

(u)=u {g} f {gl d g=0 (6)

The effective stiffness Ceff is calculated in an iterative

procedure which reduces the value of < u(n)> at each step n
according to the scheme"

u n)) = i/ (7)
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with C (n)=c(n-1)+T<u(n-1)> (7b)

y is a scalar coefficient chosen for accelerating the

convergency. It is assumed that C(n) is close to Coff when n is

great enough. At each step, the mean value < u(n)> is calculated
according to expression (6)

Expressions (2), (3), (6) and (7) are integrals which contain the
O.D.F. fig). As a matter of fact the full information contained in
fig) is not always entirely necessary. It depends on the nature
of the investigated property.

IIl. Properties represented ,b_v tfnsgr of raik 4

The elastic properties are represented by tensors of rank 4. One
way of determining the elastic behavior of polycrystals
consists in calculating the mean values under Voigt’s, Reuss’s
or Hill’s assumptions as in expression (2).

III.1. Mean val0$

The components Eijkl of such a tensor expressed in a reference

frame KA chosen by the experimenter are related to the

components Eopqr within the crystal reference frame by the
relation

Eij k l(g) = ai o(g) aj p(g) ak q(g) a r(g) Eo p q r (8)

where g represents the orientation of the reference frame KB
with respect to the reference frame KA and the amn quantities
are the direction cosines of the axis n of KBwith respect to the

axis rn in KA.

The product of direction cosines of relation (8) can be
expressed by a series expansion of generalized spherical
harmonics. If the tensor is an elastic tensor (compliance S or
stiffness C) one has additionnal symmetry relations.

Eijkl =Eijlk =Ejilk =Eklij (9)

and the series expansion of Eijkl(g) involves only even

generalized spherical harmonics (Jones /7/, Backus /8/) up to a
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rank Lmax = 4 (Bunge /9/)

4 + 1 + 1 nm* mn
Eijkl(g ) = AI (i ,j, k,l,o, p, q, r) T1 (g) Eopqr (10)

1 =0(2)m 1 n =-1

am
In this relation the AI quantities are the series expansion
coefficients. Because of the orthogonality of the generalized
spherical harmonics and according to expression (2) the
following integrals are equivalent"

f is the even part of the O.D.F. ( f =f +f) (Matthies /10/).

f4 is the even part or the ODF represented by a series expansion
truncated at m ax 4.

f4(g)= C1 T1 (g) (12)
1 =0(2) m n

f4 is the minimal texture information required for the mean
value calculation of E This minimal texture information can

ijkl
be obtained by a minimal set of pole figures the number of
which depends on the crystal symmetry as detailed in table I.

CRYSTAL
SYMMETRY

HEXANAL

TRIGONAL

TEq/GONAL

ORTHORHOMBIC

POLE FIGURES
NUMBER

Table I Minimal number of .pole figures required to
acces f 4
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The last integral in expression (11) calculated by developing
f4(g) and the product of direction cosines into series

expansions gives as a result (Bunge /9/, Morris /11/, Wenk
/12/)

mn*

<Eijkl>= Eopqr
l=0 m=-I n=-l 21 +1

(13)

mn*
In this case the A quantities can be calculated and stored

into a data library. The calculation of the mean values <E >
ijkl

can also be obtained by a direct numerical integration of
expression (11). For that purpose it is necessary to sample
Euler’s space in accordance to the highest rank of the series

expansion of the product Eijkl (g) f(g). By using f4 in relation

(11), the angular sampling of Euler’s space must not be higher

than 22.5 degrees/13/.

Case of the hexagonal symmetry

The components of an elastic tensor of hexagonal symmetry are
unchanged by a rotation of the reference frame around the c
axis of the crystal. Consequently the calculations of the mean
elastic compliance or stiffness can be strongly simplified. As a
matter of fact it has been shown /14/ that expression (11) is
equivalent to

(Eijkl)
1 =0 =0

Eijkl(tOl, ,0)P00.1. ,-- t01 sin d dr01 (14)

where Poo.1 is nothing else but the 00.1 pole density function.

Exampl 1 Young’s modulus anisotropy

For example this latter way of calculating has been applied to
the prevision of the elastic behavior of a hexagonal Zn rolled
sheet /14/. The elastic compliance <Sijkl>R according to Reuss’s
assumption and the elastic stiffness <Cijkl>V according to
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Voigt’s assumption have been used to obtain Hill’s mean value

( .11 <Cijkl> + <Sijkl>R<Sijkl > H = " V (15)

from which Young’s moduli have been determined.

Figure 1 shows the good agreement between the predicted and
the experimental data, which validates the use of the mean
value procedure.

1011 m2N/

1.25
SO

Figure 1"
Variation of
Young’s modulus
within a Zn
rolled sheet /14/.

1.15

Exp.

experimental
Self consistent
Hill’s average

HILL

/

1.05 w-’
10 30 50 70 90 Angle to RD

Example 2:Anisotroov of P and S wave velocities

The calculation of elastic mean values is often used in the
prediction of the anisotropy of the seismic P and S wave
velocities. As a matter of fact Christoffel’s equation

det
2

CijklmjmkP1- pV Pi =0 (16)

relates the wave velocity v propagating along the direction m
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with a polarization P with the elastic stiffness C f the
investigated single crystal, the density of which is p.

2
For example the expression pv = Cllll (17)

relates the velocity of a P wave propagating into the 100
direction of a single crystal.
For the polycrystal the mean value of (17) can be calculated
according to Voigt’s assumption

2
p<v >= /oigt>llll (18a)

or Reuss’s assumption
2 -1

p<v >= <SREUSS>Ill (18b)
and also Hill’s assumption.
According to this scheme the wave velocity can be calculated
whatever the direction in a polycrystalline aggregate. This way
of calculating has been achieved by Seront and Mainprice /15/
for the prediction of the anisotropy of the P wave velocity in a
polycrystal of anorthosite considered here as orthorhombic in
this calculation (plagioclase 90% + Olivine (orthorhombic)
10%).

7.8 x

0

6.83 7O

7.e Z 7.6

X X X

Z Z

ai b)

Figure 2 Comparison between the experimental (a) and the
calculated (b) P wave velocities in anorthosite after /15/.
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Figure 2 shows the experimental data (a) as well as the
predicted data (b) when Voigt’s averaging is used. In that case
the experimental and predicted velocities agree within 0.1
Km/s.

111.2 Self-consistent annroach

In that scheme the following integral must be calculated at
each step

<u >= u g) f(g)dg (19)

If u(n)(g) can be considered as an even quantity /13/ f(g) can

be replaced by the even part f(g). In case of hexagonal
symmetry, the value of the elastic stiffness c(g) as well as the

value of the quantity u(n) do not depend on a rotation around
the c axis. In that case expression (19) reads /13/"

/ (n)\ f2x (n) x
Uijkl Pl’ ’ 0 }Po0.1- ,- Pl sin dq (20)Oijkl/--"

’q =0
=0

This expression shows that the minimal texture information
required for this calculation corresponds to the pole figure of
the c axis. This opportunity provided by the hexagonal lattice
symmetry considerably reduces the computation time. Figure 1
shows the anisotropy of Young’s moduli, predicted for a Zn
rolled sheet, which has been calculated according to the
previous self-consistent scheme. The predicted data and the
experimental data are very close to each other /14/ as well as to
the results obtained under Hill’s assumption.

111.3. Averaging ,on restricted orientations

Another important application in which the determination of
elastic constants is necessary is the stress analysis of textured
materials by X ray diffraction. Expression (3) describes an
averaging on a path of given orientations. This method is based
on the shift of the diffraction lines due to the modification of
the lattice parameters induced by the stress which is to be
determined /16,17/. In figure 3 the direction y corresponds to

the normal of diffracting lattice planes of a grain in
orientation g. The variation of the Bragg angle A0hk can be
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linked to the relative variation of the intcrrcticular distances
of lattice_.planes, the normals of which are parallel to the
direction y in the reference frame KA. This relative variation

can be expressed by e zz in the intermediate reference frame

K’.

DL

DN

KA

KB

[hkl] Figure 3
Diffracting
lattice planes and
relations between
different useful
reference frames

lit

dhkl-dhkl

dhkl
= g’zz=-A0hkl cotg 0hk (21)

The strain e’zz is related (by the elastic compliance of this

grain) to the elastic stress o’ undergone by this grain (e’, o’, S’
being expressed in the K’ reference frame).

zz zztp tp (22)

The following scheme gives the relations between the
orientations of the macroscopic reference frame KA, the

intermediate reference frame K’ and the microscopic
reference frame KB

gl g2
KA > K’ -----7--> KB
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The elastic compliance S’ can be given in the traditional
microscopic reference frame KB.

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
S’zztp azi(g2 )azj (g2)atk (g2)apl (g2)Sijld =Tzztpijld (g2)Sijkl (23)

In fact the mean shift of the diffraction line corresponds to the
mean of the relative variations of interreticular lattice planes
of grains in Bragg’s position. Under Reuss’s assumption this
fact can be expressed by relation:

g’zz S’zztp t’tp (24)

from which stresses can be drawn
The mean value of the compliance is performed on all the
grains with the pole h parallel to y therefore S zztp reads

-1f2gTzztpijkl (g2) f(g2g 1) d3-2 Sijkl
"0S’zztp (25)

J02 f(g2g 1) d.2

In reality, the mean value must be calculated also on the grains
for which the pole_ his parallel to y. Therefore it appears that

the calculation of the mean value requires the knowledge of
the complete ODF (Brakman /18/). This remains true whatever
the assumption (Reuss, Voigt, Hill, KrOner) and the symmetry
of the investigated material.

IV. PROPERTIES REPRESENTED BY TENSORS OF SECOND
RANK

IV.1. Mean values

The polycrystal mean values are calculated in the same
way as for the properties represented by tensor of fourth rank
(see relation (11))

(26)

where the amn S are direction cosines.
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Apart_ from the triclinic lattice symmetry fig) can be replaced

by f2(g) which corresponds to the information contained in
the even part of the O.D.F. up to rank lmax = 2 which can be

obtained from a pole figure (apart for the triclinic symmetry).
Without going into details the calculation of the mean values
can be performed either by discretization of integral (26)or by
replacing each function by its series expansion on spherical
harmonics.

Special cases

For hexagonal, trigonal and tetragonal lattice symmetries the
tensors of rank 2 present the following form

ell 0 0
0 e110
0 0 e33

(27)

It is easily shown that eij(g) does not depend on the third Euler

angle q"

e j(g) = eij(91, ’ 92) = eij(91, , 0) (28)

and therefore the mean value can be calculated in the
following way.

8/i;

(29)

The partial integration in 92 of f(g)is proportional to the

density function POO.I(Y). Therefore for these special
symmetries the mean values can be numerically calculated

from the P 00. I(Y ) pole density function

<eii>=
1 f2xfx eij(tpl, 0)P00 l(,tp l-n/2) sintdCdtp I (30)
41J=O

AnisotroDv Darameters

When the polycrystalline aggregate has moreover an
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orthohombic symmetry the corresponding
reduced to

mean value is

<ell>

<eij= <e22>

<e3

the mean diagonal terms being expressed by
2

<ei=f aio(g) f2(g)dgeoo

(31)

(32)

By taking the properties of the direction
2 2 2

(ai 1 + a i2+ a i3 = 1) into account expression (32) reads

2
<eii>= el l+(e33-el 1)f ai3(g) f(g) dg

cosines

(33)

The integrals of expression (33) are known as anisotropy
parameters Fi /19/ which can be determined from the 00.1 pole
density fonctions

FI_I f;n f/ 2 3

4n =0 =0
P00.1(a,l)cos 13sin a d dl

F2=x =0 =0

2 3
POO.l(a,B)sin 13sin a da

2
POO.l(a,)cos asina da dl3

(34)

or related to the C2 coefficients of the ODF f(g) /20/

=1 1 10
Wl

3 --i--C2
_1 10 1 R C2F2 -1-C2--

10F3=l__+ 2 C23 15

(35)
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The different relations of the present section can be used for
evaluating a lot of polycrystalline properties, some examples of
which are proposed in the following part.

Examvle 3"Therma! expansion of Uranium

The thermal expansion coefficients of an uranium single
crystal which is orthorhombic are anisotropic. Different
determinations have been performed. Sttirken and Croach /21/
have predicted the thermal expansion of an uranium rolled
sheet from the following single crystal data determined at room
temperature

1 1 = 25,3 x 10" 6/C

0t22 -0,2 x 10" 6/C

33 = 22 x 10" 6/C

Table II shows the good agreement between the experimental
and the calculated polycrystalline thermal expansion
parameters.

p
Xll
p

x22

Experimental
values

9,2 x 10-6/C

19,9 x 10-6/C

21 x 10-6/C

Calculated
values

9,07 x 10-6/C

19,12 x 10-6/C

20,6 x 10-6/C

Table II

Example 4" Dielectric susceptibility

The dielectric suscevtibilitv which relates the electric field to
the electric polarization is generally anisotropic for low
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symmetry materials.
By using the dielectric susceptibility of calcite single
cry stal (tri gon al).
(11 =22 = 7.5, 33 = 7.0). Dreyer /22/ has calculated from 327

orientations the dielectric susceptibility of a marble sample
which has been plastically deformed /23/.
The calculated susceptibility along the normal of the sample
<X33> = 7,12 was very close to the experimental value.

Examole i :.Irradiation rowth of zircalov

When polycrystalline zircaloy products are submitted to a high
flux of neutrons, one observes variations in their dimensional
parameters. This effect is called irradiation growth. According
to BUCKLEY’s first investigations /24/ the growth induced by
neutron irradiation on hexagonal materials is highly
anisotropic and can be seen as a contraction along the C axis
and an isotropic expansion within the basal plane, as shown on
figure 4

C

a) b) (C))

Figure 4 Model of deformation induced by irradiation
a) single crystal
b) single crystal sphere before irradiation
c) crystalline volume after irradiatiot

Therefore the irradiation growth of a single crystal can be
conveniently represented at a given fluence by a strain tensor

(eij).
One further assumes that the polycrystalline behaviour can be
evaluated by averaging the contribution of all the crystallites
of the polycrystal. Therefore the polycrystalline growth can be
expressed by
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<ij>= eij(g) f2(g) dg (36)

The strain e(y)in a given direction y within the sample is

given by the relation (20).

e(y ) =e I 1 + (e3 3-e 1 1)w(cc,) (37)

where w(a,[l) is a function depending on the texture. This
previous relation can be used in several ways. It allows to
calculate the macroscopical deformation of the polycrystal
provided that the single crystal characteristics and little but
sufficient information on the texture be known. Conversely
single crystal growth characteristics can be deduced from the
texture information and from the macroscopical deformations.
These growth-characteristics can be re-used in relation (37),
this time for evaluating the behaviour of materials, the
metallurgical state of which is close to that of the reference
material. Very often, the crystallographic texture is not
involved, alone, in the irradiation growth. Therefore one has to
take other metallurgical parameters into account. (CARPENTER
/25/, ADAMS /26/).

IV.2 Effective values

A lot of works have been devoted to the calculation of
physical properties such as dielectric or thermal expansion
properties, but very few for textured materials.

Example 6" Thermal expansion anisotropy of polycrystals.

In thermal expansion the deformation of grains is limited
by thesurrounding elastic matrix which prohibits the
incompatible deformations, causing internal stresses. The mean
value of these internal stresses which can be related to the
differences of thermal expansion between the polycrystal and
the single crystal must be null.

This condition allows Kneer in his thesis /5/ (page 108 ) to
express the deformation of the polycrystal from the single
crystal deformation induced by temperature rise. The relation
adapted for textured materials reads

A = <C(I-w)m*>" 1 <C(I-w)m*a> (38)
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A (resp a) is the tensor of thermal expansion of the polycrystal
(resp. single crystal).C is the effective stiffness of the
polycrystal, w is a tensor which solves the elastic inclusion
problem it is related to the quantity E in expression (5) and
takes the grain shape into account

m* is defined by

m* = [I- sC (I-w)] (39)

where s is the local compliance.

The different averagings of expression (38) are calculated
in the same way as in expression (2).

This method of calculation has been used for predicting
the thermal expansion anisotropy of a Zn rolled sheet /27/.

Figure 5
10"6/g Thermal

I expansion
anisotropy within
a Zn rolled sheet

30 /27/. Comparison
between the
experimental and

25 the predicted data
by averaging and
by self-consistent
approach.

20 T
exp.ata

10 30 50 10 90 Angle to RD

Figure 5 shows the experimental thermal expansion
coefficients measured in different directions from the rolling
direction as well as the predicted mean values and the predicted
effective values. All the results are contained within a very
narrow band (the extreme values are distant of about 10%). The
effective values calculated for elongated grains are always
smaller than the mean values because the part of grain strains
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which is incompatible with the geometrical deformation of the
matrix induces internal stresses and not strains. The evaluation
of effective values requires complex calculations for results
which are very close to the mean values easily obtained by
using the general relation (26) or relation (30) for hexagonal
symmetry materials.

CONCLUSION

The prevision of polycrystalline properties requires a
quantitative statistical information about the polycrystal. Most
of the time this information is limited to the texture. The
modellings based on the volume averaging of single crystal
property only requires a restricted part of texture information
which can be described by few even terms of the series
expansion of the O.D.F. This reduced texture information is
determined from few pole figures, the number of which
depends on the lattice symmetry of the investigated material.
For some special symmetries and properties (hexagonal
symmetry and elasticity, hexagonal, trigonal, tetragonal
symmetries and properties represented by a second rank
tensor) the prevision can be directly performed from the 00.1
pole figure data. The volume averaging-type previsions are
generally very close to the real behavior of the materials.

A more sophisticated way of evaluating the effective values
consists in the self-consistent approach which models the
behavior of the materials by taking the grain interactions into
account. This method requires the volume averaging of
different quantities which describe the relations between the
local and the macroscopical behaviors. Theoretically the
complete ODF should be used. Some tests on hexagonal material
show that the even part of the ODF is sufficient. As a matter of
fact the results given by this method are in most cases, very
close to the prediction obtained by simple averaging.

The determination of X ray elastic constants which is
generally based on the averaging of restricted orientations
demands the complete texture information.
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